
With the permission of the the Gender Studies Director of Graduate Studies, students may count 
significant workshop comments as attendance in no more than two workshops for MA students 
and no more than four workshops for PhD students. By allowing Gender Studies graduate minors 
who are unable to attend in the meetings due to traveling or conflicts in scheduling, we hope to 
provide an opportunity for everyone to not only reach their attendance requirement but also stay 
up-to-date about the conversations that unfold in the workshop. In order for your comments to 
count towards attendance substitution, they must meet the following criteria:  
 

1) The comments must be entered into a shared draft of the presenter’s research paper in 
Google docs, which is distributed and maintained by the Research Workshop 
Coordinators. 

2) Feedback must primarily address the content related to gender, or contextual or 
organizational components. Although comments with grammatical suggestions are 
certainly welcome, your contributions should mainly focus on the quality of the argument 
itself.  

3) Feedback must be substantial, both in terms of content and amount. You need not flood 
the Google doc with comments; however, contributing only a handful of short comments 
will not meet the requirements for participation.  

4) Feedback should point out the positive aspects of the paper as well as areas that could use 
improvement. Letting the presenter know what qualities of their argument are working 
effectively can be just as useful as critiques.  

5) Feedback should work to address the concerns and questions that the presenter includes 
either at the beginning of the document itself or in an email sent by the Gender Studies 
Workshop Coordinators through the Gender Studies listserv.  

6) Feedback should bring up issues and questions that can be used to spark conversation in 
the workshop and promote group discussion.  

7) Feedback should assume a tone that is honest and fair yet respectful to the presenter.  
8) Feedback must be added to the Google doc  before  the scheduled workshop.  
9) Workshop Coordinators will confer with Gender Studies DGS if there is any 

disagreement either with the GS minor participant or with each other about whether the 
comments are sufficient to warrant substitution for attendance. The GS DGS will have 
final approval on attendance and participation.  

 
If you have any questions about what kind of comments will qualify for attendance substitution, 
please contact the Gender Studies Research Workshop Coordinators or the Gender Studies DGS.  


